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beni-tsutsuji/hana michite ha wa/kakure keri

red azalea...
as its flowers bloom fully
the leaves get hidden

As it gets warmer in April or May, depending on where you are in 
Japan, you will notice the bright green leaves of azalea begin to 
appear. The next thing you see is that these same bushes have 
become covered with flowers almost overnight. The transformation is 
spectacular, especially at a time when people are missing the recently 
fallen cherry blossoms. The world now seems to be suddenly more 
optimistic, joyful and merry. Such emotion is what makes this rather 
statement-of-the-obvious haiku remarkable. Also, his attention was 
more on the leaves (which people normally overlook) than on the 
flowers (the conventional focus of attention).
Sojo was a talent whose achievement may have been 
underestimated. Let us see if we can give him a proper reappraisal.

haru no kumo/nagamete oreba/ugoki keri

spring clouds...
as I am watching them,
they've moved

Spring is a sleepy, milky and relaxed time. Clouds often seem 
stationary. However, this is conventional wisdom. Sojo seems to have 
accepted such conventional views, but has given them a twist (the 
surprise at seeing what seems stationary start to move). That was his
art and it was his way of life, too.

matsukaze ni/sasowarete naku/semi hitotsu



a single cicada...
enticed by the wind in the pines,
begins to cry

Using ingredients from classical Japanese poetry--the wind blowing 
through pine trees and a cicada--Sojo focuses on the fact that there is
only one cicada (it is rare to hear only one cicada). This is his twist, 
however mild it may be.

Whether the wind actually lured the cicada into its singing is a moot 
point. It is more likely to have been a reflection of the author's own 
sensibility. However, what is most important about this haiku is that in
a subtle way Sojo was comparing himself to the lone cicada. Unlike 
Shuoshi, who put nature before man, Sojo put human affairs, 
especially his own, at the heart of his haiku-writing.

kuchishi mune/kujaku to shite/fuyu-gomori

my rotten chest...
all empty and forlorn,
winter hibernation

Sojo suffered from pulmonary tuberculosis (then called consumption) 
from the age of 44--an illness that four years later forced him to 
resign from his job at a leading insurance company where he had 
worked for the previous quarter of a century. Many haiku he wrote 
regarding his illness are moving and sometimes even painful to read. 
His best haiku can be found among these poems, as well as among 
his love haiku. He was a well-educated person, having studied law at 
the Kyoto University. However, unlike some other intellectual haiku 
poets Sojo was not pedantic, but natural; not brainy, but sensual; and
not detached or aloof, but passionate and tactile.

mienu me no/ho no megane no/tama mo fuku

that lens of my spectacles
that covers my blind eye,
I clean all the same



Sojo lost the sight in his right eye.

ugan ni wa/miezaru tsuma o/sagan nite

my right eye
cannot see my wife; I look at her
with my left eye

This is one of his best love haiku. Without using any flowery language 
or beautiful words like Shakespeare's sonnets, he captured the 
essence of a man's true love for his life companion.

miyuru ka to/suwareba miyuru/to-zakura

distant cherry blossom...
I sit down asking myself, "Can I see the blossom?"
Yes, I can!

This haiku reminds me of some of Shiki's haiku about the flowers he 
tried to see from his sickbed.

katame nite/mi-sadamen to su/haru no hae

spring fly...
I make sure I'm seeing it
with one eye

Was he trying to swat the fly? Or, was he just unable to see it clearly?
Either way, a lot of pathos and the Issa-like sense of humor in this 
haiku make us smile, and cry...

saishi o ninau/katame, katahai/kare-te-ashi

supporting my wife
and children, with one eye, one lung,
and worn limbs

This haiku has a maegaki (foreword), saying "gambare Sojo," or 
"Sojo, cheer up!" What is there is not so much self-mockery or self-



pity as a simple sense of humor. He was too philosophical and mature 
about his misfortunes to wallow in them. Such was his realism that it 
was as if there was, inside the poet, another person who was cool and
detached enough to depict the realities as relentlessly as, say, 
Rembrandt or Courbet did in their paintings.

utsukushiki/hito o mikakenu/haru asaki

early spring...
I chanced to see
a beauty

Sojo elevated a man's love of women to the height of poetic elegance 
and beauty. Whether or not he meant his wife when he referred to a 
woman, or someone else, or even an imaginary womanhood, is really 
neither here or there. From his many haiku on his wife the strong 
message coming across is that he was devoted to her. The quality and
depth of his love for a woman made these haiku special.

hatsu-kaya no/shimi-jimi aoki/ose kana

how green it is,
the mosquito net first used in the season!
--our clandestine rendezvous

A mosquito net is often used as one of the popular "stage props" for 
the drama of sensual love in Japanese literature and also in such art 
forms as ukiyo-e. The color of the net varies but green is the most 
common. If you are lovers, once inside one of these you feel more 
intimate, romantic, private and aroused.

hitori-ne no/kaya no yosumi o/tsuri meguru

sleeping alone...
I move about to hang the four corners
of the mosquito net

At the other end of the spectrum from romantic bliss is when you 
have to sleep alone under the Japanese mosquito net. What should 



the exciting, expectation-filled task of hanging it, turns into a boring 
and lonely chore.

haru-samu ya/futatabi aenu/hito no kao

spring cold...
the face of a woman I will
never meet again

As this woman cannot be his wife, the haiku must be talking about a 
love affair which had come to an end. The haiku is in an anthology 
published in 1932 when he was 31 and, yes, still sighted in both eyes.
Sojo was known for huge eyes and a fixed gaze. One can imagine him
taking a long and careful look at this lady before saying good-bye, so 
that the image got etched in his memory.

tebukuro o/nugu te nagamuru/ose kana

looking at hands
taking off the gloves...
our clandestine meeting

Another "gazing" haiku. Because of the nature of Japanese we cannot 
tell whose hand or hands we are talking about, or whether it is a 
glove, a pair of gloves or two pairs of gloves we are talking about. In 
other words, we cannot tell who is looking at whose hand(s).
This kind of grammatical ambiguity can be frustrating. However, in 
this case it leaves all sorts of details to the imagination of the reader, 
which in a sense makes this haiku fascinating. It could be that the 
woman has just been ushered into the man's warm room or house 
and the first thing they want to do is to hold each other's hands. It 
could even be their first such meeting. Or, it could be that they are 
outside in a cold park or street. It is most likely, though, that Sojo 
was looking at the lady's hands and admiring the beauty of them with
anticipation.


